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Shopping word problems 

Grade 4 Word Problems Worksheet 
 
 

Using the below item prices, solve the equations.  

 

slippers = $5.63 pair of shoelaces = $2.72 

pair of socks = $2.31 shoe polish = $4.12 

cushion insole = $1.87 shoe cover = $2.81 

leather shoes = $92.80 rubber boots = $5.76 

 

 

1.  _________ What is the total cost of a bottle of shoe polish and 2  

pairs of socks? 

 

2. _________ Barbara bought 3 pairs of shoelaces and 2 cushion  

insoles. What would her change be if she gave $15 

to the cashier? 

 

3. _________ George has $78.60 in his savings account. He wants  

to buy new leather shoes. How much more money 

does he need to save to have enough? 

 

4. _________ If Stacey purchases slippers and 2 shoe covers, how  

much money will she have to pay? 

 

5. _________ It was raining, and Steve needed to buy rubber  

boots and 2 pairs of slippers. How much 

money will it cost him? 

 

6. _________ Jerry has $26.85 in his pocket. He bought  

3 shoe covers and 2 cushion insoles. How 

much money does Jerry have left?  
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Answers 
 
1.     $8.74      What is the total cost of a bottle of shoe polish and 2  

pairs of socks? 
 
2.    $3.10     Barbara bought 3 pairs of shoelaces and 2 cushion  

insoles. What would her change be if she gave $15 to the 
cashier? 

 
3.    $14.20    George has $78.60 in his savings account. He wants to  

buy new leather shoes. How much more money does he 
need to save to have enough? 

 
4.    $11.25    If Stacey purchases slippers and 2 shoe covers, how  

much money will she have to pay? 
 
5.    $17.02    It was raining, and Steve needed to buy rubber boots and  

2 pairs of slippers. How much money will it cost him? 
 
6.    $14.68    Jerry has $26.85 in his pocket. He bought 3 shoe covers  

and 2 cushion insoles. How much money does Jerry have 
left? 
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